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The 11th edition of India Food Forum was held from 17th-19th
Jan. at the Bombay Exhibition centre and brought together
once again key decision makers from every part of the food
supply chain.
For over a decade now, the Forum has served as India’s preeminent knowledge and business networking platform for food
retail. Over 1,000 C-Level executives from India and overseas,
policy makers (ministers, bureaucrats and senior government
ofﬁcials) have been attending India Food Forum over the years,
making it the largest assembly of business captains from
every part of the food supply chain – processors, producers,
distributors, marketers, service providers, restaurant and
hospitality companies and retailers.
When we look at the foodservice landscape today, we ﬁnd a
number of changes – socio-economic, cultural, technological
– shaping the industry. Companies are undergoing disruptions
in their business models, and also in terms of their interaction
with consumers and responsiveness to their needs. As the
shape, size and construct of food industry is changing fast, this
evolution needs to be supported by continuous improvements
in the food supply chain, inclusive of product development,
production, processing, distribution and marketing.
Encapsulating these themes, the agenda of the Forum this
year was to focus and reframe our understanding of the trends
shaking up modern food retailing.
In the next issue of the magazine, we will bring you the key
takeaways and the solutions from the Forum’s high octane
panel discussions, workshops and master-classes. Coming
from the most inﬂuential foodservice practitioners, their
recommendations are like silver bullets that can help to
address major food retail-system challenges and boost the
odds of success in a hypercompetitive market.
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

INDIA FOOD FORUM 2018
concludes with a crescendo

T

he 2018 chapter of India Food Forum,
held from 17-19 January at Bombay
Exhibition Centre, was a landmark
milestone for India’s food retail
industry. Powered by Sri Sri Tattva,
the 11th annual mega congregation of
India Food Forum – India’s most comprehensive
platform for ideas and innovations in the food,
FMCG and HoReCa sector – was power-packed
with interactive and focused panel discussions,
workshops, exhibition, master-classes, product
launch pads, awards and an array of other
activities.
Delivering his keynote address, Krish Iyer,
Chairman, India Food Forum 2018 and President
& CEO, Walmart India said, “We are seeing a
transformation unfolding before us – be it FDI
reforms in food retail or the implementation of
path breaking initiatives like GST. All these make
the country a unique and priority investment
destination.” Expressing his excitement at being
part of this eventful journey that will enable India
to move ahead on the path of higher rural income,
improved farm infrastructure, world class last
mile distribution and retail infrastructure in the
country, Iyer said, “Today’s tech-savvy generation
and the rapid increase in internet and smart phone
penetration is driving the evolution of the food
segment. Their preference to engage with grocers
and retailers on their own terms has brought a
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tectonic shift in the consumption patterns and
has made technology a necessary tool to offer
the most relevant value propositions such as
experience, convenience, price and choice.”
Sharing his thoughts, Arvind Varchaswi,
Managing Director, Sri Sri Tattva and Trustee,
Sri Sri Ayurveda Trust, and Group Advisor International Affairs, AYUSH Advisory Group,
said: “Food is undergoing a lifestyle change and
is getting more personalized. There is a need for
education about food on what is good for you and
when it is good for you.” As an Ayurveda & FMCG
brand, Sri Sri Tattva promotes health and wellness
and has a portfolio of over 350 products across
multiple categories. At India Food Forum 2018
it showcased a comprehensive range of cooking
products – cow’s pure ghee, organic virgin cold
pressed coconut oil, whole wheat atta, basmati
rice, 100 per cent natural honey, brown sugar, rock
salt, a range of masalas and spices along with a
range of staples and pickles. The brand has plans
to open 1,000 new stores in India and launch its
products in 30 new countries with a focus on Latin
America, including Brazil and Argentina. Speaking
on Sri Sri Tattva’s vision, Varchaswi said: “We have
earned the trust of our customers through our
products with excellent quality and purity. We are
positive in inspiring the modern world towards
healthy and happy living through our consistent
innovation in food and Ayurveda.”

CASUAL DINING

TOP HONOURS FOR THE CRÈME DE LA
CRÈME OF INDIA’S FOOD RETAIL
The 11th Edition of India Food Forum once
again shone the spotlight on the most
outstanding and creative achievers in food
retail, the most progressive, exciting and
game-changing food retailing and restaurant
categories, and the most innovative food startups in the country. Three sets of awards were
presented on January 18, 2018 on Day 2 of
India Food Forum 2018. The three categories
of awards were: Coca-Cola Golden Spoon
Awards 2018 powered by Dukes – Images
Awards for Excellence in Food and Grocery
Retail; IMAGES Food Service Awards; and
IMAGES Food Startups and Innovation Awards.
Recognized as India’s most prestigious
honour for food and food service retailers,
the Awards are presented to brands,
personalities and concepts for exceptional
initiative, outstanding/focussed performance,
setting efﬁciency benchmarks, innovation,
and broader impact to industry. The selection
process for the Awards involved inviting
entries from the nation’s leading food service
and food & grocery retailers across multiple
categories.
Awardees were selected by an eminent jury
that comprised some of the most eminent
names in the food industry. Jury members
analysed key performance metrics such as
growth in top line sales and retail presence,
sales per square foot, same store sale
growth, average transaction values and
proﬁtability and other key benchmarks. The
Jury also studied the impact of IT application,
innovation, marketing, supplier relations and
employee practices.

THE JURY
Amitabh Taneja, Chief Convener, India Food
Forum
Ajay Macaden, Executive Director, Nielsen
India
Ankur Shiv Bhandari, Founder & CEO,
Asbicon Group
B. S. Nagesh, Founder, TRRAIN
Harminder Sahni, Founder &Md, Wazir
Advisors
Sunil Kumar Alagh, Founder & Chairman,
SKA Advisors
Professor Ravi Dhar, Yale School of
Management
Harish Bijoor, Founder, Harish Bijoor
Consults
Saloni Nangia, President, Technopak India
Lara Balsara Vajifdar, Executive Director,
Madison World
Abheek Singhi, Sr. Partner & Director, BCG
Ajay Kaul, Senior Director, Everstone Group
Debashish Mukherjee, Partner & Co Head,
AT Kearney
Amit Lohani, Convener, FIFI
Rama Bijapurkar, Expert Marketing
Strategy & Consumer Behaviour
Anand Ramanathan, Partner, Strategy &
Operations Consulting, Deloitte India
Sreedhar Prasad, Partner & Head
Consumer, Retail & Internet KPMG
Samir Kuckreja, Founder & CEO, Tasanaya
Hospitality Pvt. Ltd.
Nitin Puri, Senior President & Country Head
Food & Agri Strategic Advisory & Research,
Yes Bank
Pankaj Karna, Managing Director, MAPLE
CAPITAL ADVISORS
Dr. Prabodh Halde, President – (AFSTI),
Head – Regulatory, Marico Ltd.

TRENDS

Study: Mass Individuality
Shapes the Future
The study includes a
breathtaking word: mass
individuality – instead of
homogeneity.The term is
actually a contradiction:
mass and individuality.
However, this is exactly what
the mainstream consumer
wants today and even more
so tomorrow. He asks to be
considered a very special
individual among the
millions and hence be served
accordingly. A phenomenon
of afﬂuent societies! The
demands on employees in
the service industries, which
result from this attitude, are
all but small.

‘Restaurant 2025: Seven Foodservice Trend Statements’: this is the title of
an exclusive study commissioned by Internorga on the occasion of its 90th
birthday to take a wellfounded look into the future. The study was conducted
by the GDI Gottlieb Duttweiler Institute in Zurich, Switzerland, and is meant
as a long-term outline of the new competitive structures brought about by
the individualization of the masses. Central statement: food is lifestyle.
TREND 1: Digitalisation creates completely new
competitive conditions
More and more consumers, retailers and career
changers from the technical sector are joining
the competition. Individual players are leaving
their traditional role within the value chain.
Especially the line between retail and restaurants
is blurring. However, fact is: the ﬁght for the last
mile will decide over who prevails. It is becoming
increasingly important for foodservice providers
to clearly position themselves and bring out their
individual strengths – before a start-up or big
player will implement their business model better,
cheaper and faster. The ﬁeld within which offers
can be positioned is big.
TREND 2: Convenience – we are becoming ever
more comfortable, but not necessarily happier
We want technology to take arduous and lengthy
work off our hands and automate it. Thus,
convenience food will evolve into ‘easy’ food. Our
eating behaviour is ever more inﬂuenced by a
zeitgeisty deﬁnition of convenience (developments:
fast, good and fresh / no human interaction /
comfortable / on-demand).

However, convenience has two major problems.
First: convenience food demands blind trust
and loss of control from the customer, because
everything his highly technologized. Second:
convenience does not make happy. Though it
provides more comfort, it hardly satisﬁes the
senses or the craving for experiences. Since
convenience does not deliver lasting experiences,
we are in a permanent state of search. Paradoxical
as it may sound: lasting experiences are
inconvenient, and hence uncomfortable.
TREND 3: Homing instead of cocooning – the ﬁght
for the last mile is intensifying
The more successful people are, the more they
are on the move. Being on the road is becoming
the normal condition; hence arriving and being
at home have a higher value. Technology and
delivery services support this trend: home ofﬁce
is becoming normal, home entertainment is
getting better and better, home shopping ever
easier. Instead of going to a restaurant, especially
adolescents have diverse food products and drinks
delivered from retailers. Thus, social life returns
to the home. The more varied and convenient the
order options, the more likely are people to make
use of them. Against this background, traditional
foodservice formats will have to reposition
themselves in the future.
TREND 4: Social food beats ﬂavour – people are
more important
People want to spend time with their friends, chat,
laugh, and have a good time. For this purpose,
food is ideal and much stronger than other forms
of consumption. While it used to be common to
get together at a concert, people now meet up at
street food festivals. Food is cool, food is lifestyle.
Food has become a means of identiﬁcation and a
status symbol. Food is one of our society’s media
of expression.
If people eat always and everywhere, a pleasant
atmosphere is becoming increasingly important
as a counter trend. Thus restaurants get a new
chance, they take on a new role and can assume
additional tasks.
TREND 5: Migration food – food creates identity
The early 21st century was a time of global
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CASUAL DINING

With a keen insight into
restaurants and their trends,
restaurateur Mihir Desai’s
7,000-square feet outlet –
The Bar Stock Exchange at
Kamala Mills, Mumbai – has
proved to be a roaring hit with
the city’s eating-out crowd.
In just over two years of
operation, the TBSE app has
been downloaded over ﬁve
lakh times so far and the brand
has expanded to 10 outlets
across popular dining hotspots
in the city. In deference to the
brand’s soaring popularity,
Desai and his partner have
decided to take the brand to
more new places in the city and
beyond. “We are working on
new bar models and concepts,
which will launch soon,”
shares Desai, in a chat with
FoodService India.
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Bringing tech to a
bar concept with
amazing results
What is unique about the format and concept of The Bar Stock Exchange?
The Bar Stock Exchange (TBSE) allows trading in alcohol whilst making sure
you have a great exchange (of conversation, of course!). Starting with a base
price for 30 ml / 60 ml / full bottle, the price of your favorite drink rises in
direct proportion to its consumption over a period of time at the bar. Every
increase in the number of pegs/ pints ordered by a patron also increases its
value margin. On the other hand, the price comes down if time is on your side
and if orders for the same drink decrease over a period of time. But before
you gasp in worry, our circuit breaker system will ensure that you get the best
bang out of your buck always (whether your favorite stock be high or low).
Our company, Corum Hospitality, believes in constantly trying harder
and doing better than what we have done before. Our aim is to give a better
service and great experience to our customers. In our other restaurants,
apart from The Bar Stock Exchange, we strive to give our customers a good
value for money for we believe that if the food is worth every penny spent, then
the other factors, in case we lack in them, can be worked upon and improved.
But a customer will always come back, for sure, for the food. To explain it
further, our other brand Desi Culture is a restaurant that deﬁnes fusion food
and we make sure that there is value for money for our customers.

FOOD DELIVERY

“India is the fastest growing
market for UberEATS in the
APAC region”
Since making its India debut in Mumbai in May 2017, UberEATS has gradually
expanded across eight cities, including Delhi, Gurgaon, Bangalore, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Chandigarh and Pune. Bhavik Rathod - Head of Uber Eats India,
spoke to FoodService India about the company’s plan for the India market
and how he expects the food delivery business to grow in the future.

The fact
that we have
expanded
to seven
cities in just
six months
reflects our
commitment
to increasing
our footprint
in India
– Bhavik Rathod
Head of Uber Eats
India

What is the uniqueness of UberEATS concept and
how does it differentiate itself from other food
delivery service apps?
UberEATS aims to provide consumers with food
at the tap of a button anytime, anywhere. The
service is backed by technological innovations and
the power of data and analytics. UberEATS uses
the power of technology to connect restaurants,
consumers and delivery partners to create a
seamless food delivery experience.
Through our ride-sharing business, we have
gained immense experience in understanding and
mapping consumer behavior across cities. We
believe this is our strength. UberEATS focuses on
speed, reliability, and ease of use and the service
is characterized by multiple unique features. The
UberEATS app is optimized to function in times of
low connectivity, orders can be scheduled to be
delivered at a particular time and also
be delivered to external locations,
not just one’s home or ofﬁce.
The app also offers smart
curation and customization
of interface based
on every
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customer’s food ordering needs. For our
restaurant partners, the app provides consistent
insights-based feedback from consumers,
bridging the gap between the two.
How would you describe your run in the Indian
market been since you launched in India?
Since Uber Eats made its India debut in Mumbai
in May 2017, we have gradually expanded across 8
cities in India including Delhi, Gurgaon, Bangalore,
Chennai, Hyderabad, Chandigarh and Pune. We
have witnessed positive week-on-week growth
in India, continuously extending our network of
restaurant and delivery partners. With a growing
acceptance of food delivery apps in the country, we
are positive about our growth in the Indian market.
We are conﬁdent that 2018 will see more growth
and expansion opportunities for us.
How will partnering with UberEATS help
restaurants to grow the business in terms of
sales and proﬁtability?
UberEATS is a platform that helps small and
big businesses alike. With exclusive restaurant
partnerships, we bring consumers diverse food
options. With the insights gained from our rides
business in India, we have gained a fair share
of knowledge about the Indian market. What we
have observed is that it is often difﬁcult for
restaurants to ﬁgure out what customers
think about their meals and
service due to their indirect
relationship.
UberEATS’ Restaurant
Manager Tool helps
restaurant partners
bridge this gap by
enabling them to make
data-driven decisions. They
now have access to insights
about their service quality, customer
satisfaction, sales and types of cuisine
that work, allowing them to make speciﬁc
adjustments to improve their business. UberEATS
also enables restaurant partners to streamline
their business by controlling the availability of
dishes on the menu, monitor the number of
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(L-R): Shiladitya Chaudhary & Debaditya Chaudhary

“We have taken the themed
restaurant concept to
another level”
By opening Kolkata’s ﬁrst period dining restaurant Oudh 1590 in 2013, brothers
Debaditya Chaudhury and Shiladitya Chaudhury brought to the city its ﬁrst ever
destination for Awadhi cuisine and a go-to restaurant for enjoying authentic royal
delicacies from the time of the Nawabs. FoodService India spoke to elder sibling
Shiladitya about the uniqueness of their theme restaurants, its value proposition for the
guests and how the duo is innovating to further build the brand equity of their brand.
Tell us of the growth and evolution of your
company and its F&B brands over the years?
My younger brother Debaditya and I are foodies
and have travelled across the world to taste the
known and unknown delicacies served globally.
With the Kolkatan’s fetish for biryanis and kebabs,
we thought of providing them with a ﬁve-star
dining experience at a much affordable cost
as there were no such brands offering a wellresearched Awadhi cuisine in the city. This was
the reason for us to start Platter Hospitality with
our ﬁrst brand Oudh 1590 in 2013. Though there
is Dum Pukht at ITC Sonar on one end and Shiraz,
Arsalan, and a host of other restaurants offering
Awadhi delicacies on the other end, the premium
cuisine that we started to offer at a reasonable
price was unbelievable. Oudh 1590 took off well
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and we have national and international travelers
making it a point to drop in at Oudh 1590 for a
period dining experience if they are in Kolkata.
Then came Chapter 2, the newest culinary
destination of Kolkata. The idea was to present
the city with its ﬁrst retro dining restaurant. We
have recreated the Anglo Indian Food & Live
Music culture, for which Blue Fox and Skyroom at
Park Street were globally famous, with its décor,
ambiance and, of course, food. With the closure of
the renowned restaurants like Skyroom and Blue
Fox, something went amiss from the platter of the
food connoisseurs. So, our motto was to giving
back the lost glory that Kolkata was once proud
of. Our brands have created something more than
just the gastronomic experience – they offer a ﬁne
dining experience at an affordable price.

IN-CINEMA DINING

Multiplexes and
Food Business
In-cinema dining is turning out to be serious business as F&B contributes
around 30% of the total revenue that any multiplex chain earns. The amount
which people spend on tickets is similar to the one they spend on food and
that‘s how the business becomes sustainable.
by Dina Mukherjee

I

t is rightly said that ﬁlms and food go hand in hand today. With consumers spending more at
cinema halls and with online ticketing gaining prominence, multiplex operators are increasingly
focusing on improving their revenues from the food and beverages segment. From setting up own
F&B division to offering curated menu to enabling online offers like the Movie ticket + Food combo
offer, multiplex operators are doing different things to shore up revenues.
In Carnival Cinemas, consumer spends on F&B ranges anywhere between Rs. 50 and 80 per
head compared to an average cost of movie ticket at Rs. 150-160. We are hoping that the food and
beverage revenue would grow by another 10 per cent.
Indian multiplexes have been havens of tempting and delicious food & food is actually one of the ﬁrst
things which come to our mind when we think about watching a ﬁlm at a multiplex. But going to the
movies can be quite an expensive affair; after all you always get tempted and order extra butter on your
popcorn. Then there’s the smooth waft of warm caramel that lures your taste buds every single time
and you thoughtlessly order another box of caramel and cheese popcorn. By the time you know it, you’ve
downed lots of calories without even realizing. If you’re a movie buff who never misses a single ﬂick,
you’ll know exactly what we’re talking about.
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